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ever reasonable and opportune it may be, and although
every conceivable argument speaks in favour of stability,
a day will come when nothing will deter him from regard-
ing as a prison, the self-same situation that seemed to
promise him freedom and deliverance, and  from acting
accordingly.   Neither reason nor feeling can restrain or
discourage him from a new possibility, even though it may
run counter to convictions hitherto unquestioned   Think-
ing and feeling, the indispensable components of conviction,
are, with him, inferior functions, possessing no decisive
weight; hence they lack the power to offer any lasting
resistance to the force of intuition.   And yet these are the
only functions that are capable of creating any effectual
compensation to the supremacy of intuition, since they
can provide the intuitive with that judgment in which his
type is altogether lacking.   The morality of the intuitive
is governed neither by intellect nor by feeling; he has
his own characteristic morality, which, consists in a loyalty
to his intuitive view of things and a voluntary submission
to its authority.   Consideration for the welfare of his
neighbours is weak.     No solid argument hinges upon
their well-being any more than upon his own.   Neither
can we detect in him any great respect for his neighbour's
convictions and customs; in fact, he is not infrequently
put down as an immoral and ruthless adventurer.   Since
his intuition   is   largely concerned with   outer  objects,
scenting   out   external   possibilities, he   readily   applies
himself to callings wherein he may expand his abilities
in many directions.   Merchants, contractors, speculators,
agents, politicians, etc., commonly belong to this type.
Apparently this type is more prone to favour women
than men; in which case, however, the. intuitive activity
reveals itself not so much in the professional as in the
social sphere. Such women understand the art of utilizing
every social opportunity; they establish right social con-

